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EMPLOYMENT
Law Office Vujacic has extensive experience in labor and employment practice and in handling labor disputes before
the courts and arbitrations and in resolving employment tax issues.
We always try to anticipate and prevent employment problems and when they, after all occur, resolve them in the
less painful manner in this critical field of law.
Our team work closely with clients tries to assist them in connection with the full spectrum of employment issues that
confront today’s businesses.
Employment team is distinguished by high quality of their work, innovative solutions and excellent response time.
We have advised senior executives on severance arrangements, international corporate client on redundancy issues, major
local client on terminations of employment, etc.
According to the World Finance 2010 Legal Awards the Law Office Vujacic is “The Best Employment Team”.
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Providing expert advice on a broad spectrum of employment matters;
Drafting of employment contract;
Terminations;
Entitlements of employees;
Disciplinary procedure;
Compensation;
Due diligence related to Corporate Merger and Acquisitions.
Individual employment rights and responsibilities
Employment of foreign citizens
Work beyond the scope of employment
Employment termination
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Redundancies and social plans
Trade unions and collective bargaining agreements
Social and pension contributions
Strikes
Labor disputes
Bilateral treaties on social insurance
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Law Office Vujacic is ranked as one of the largest and leading law firms in Montenegro.
It marks its humble beginnings in 1971, when the Office was founded and today it is  modern
business law firm with a long and proud tradition of supporting clients by high quality legal
services in all areas of corporative, civil and commercial law.
Law Office Vujacic and its team have been recognized as a law firm which provides a
high quality practice with a broad and integrated spectrum of legal services
The guiding principles of our Office are quality, confidentiality, efficient, timely, and
cost effective services. We provide efficient legal representation to our clients both on regional
and international levels.

